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Abstract

In modern smart factories we have multiple entities that interact with one another, such as
worker-assistance system, robot collaboration and their corresponding software modules. To fa-
cilitate seamless cooperation between those subsystems, it is beneficial that they all have access
to one coherent environment model. Hence, we propose an ontology-based Digital Twin that al-
lows semantic representation of all important parts of such a scenario. It allows uniform access
for different application components such as intention recognition and robotic action planning.
Furthermore, it provides information tailored to the needs of those different components, e.g.,
via different zoom levels and affordances.
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1. Introduction
Smart factories, also known as Industry 4.0 or the Fourth Industrial Revolution, are modern
manufacturing facilities that are highly automated, connected, and intelligent. Smart Factories
rely on technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), machine
learning, robotics, and big data analytics to increase productivity, efficiency, and profitability.
Flexible production in modern Smart Factories requires effective support of human workers and
smooth cooperation with assisting robots. However, in a factory scenario where the worker
performs manual tasks, the hands are often not free to interact with assistance systems. Voice
commands are not practical either due to factory noise. Hence, to provide well-adapted and
acceptable support, both a worker assistance system (supported by intention recognition) and
robotic action planning need to anticipate the worker’s future activities. To improve efficiency,
productivity, and collaboration between humans and machines, leading to a more efficient and
effective manufacturing process, semantic technologies play an important role in a Smart Fac-
tory. Semantic technologies use a standardized format to structure and describe data, making it
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easier for machines to understand and process.
In this paper, we consider semantic technologies for enhancing a Digital Twin of the Smart

Factory, which represents the physical factory and its processes in a virtual world. The Digital
Twin can be used to simulate different scenarios, test changes to the factory layout or equip-
ment, and optimize the factory’s performance. This semantics-enhanced Digital Twin allows
to give several software components like robot action planning and intention recognition [22]
uniform access to the Digital Twin. It is also capable of providing these different components
with exactly the information they need. This is done by introducing zoom levels (explained in
Section 5) and affordances (explained in Section 6).

The semantic Digital Twin is built by reusing existing, standardized ontologies that are ex-
tended to be useful to represent Smart Factories and their Digital Twins. The ontology-based
model of the Digital Twin thus constitutes a semantic environment model. API access to knowl-
edge represented in this semantic environment model and stored in standard triple stores is
facilitated by using the SPARQL query language [9] and SPARQL protocol [6]. By using triple
stores that support user-defined inferences, advanced functionalities such as automatically infer-
ring facts like on(screwdriver, table) from basic spatial relations are made possible,
which are important for robot action planning.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: State of the Art for Smart Factory and
Semantic Digital Twin in Sect. 2, Scenarios in Sect. 3, Digital Twin in Sect. 4, Ontology-Based
Environment Model for Digital Twin in Sect. 5, Implementation and Evaluation in Sect. 6, and
finally Conclusion and Future Work in Sect. 7.

2. State of the Art for Smart Factory and Semantic Digital Twin

Smart Factory

In recent years, a paradigm shift from traditional mass-production to mass-customization of
products has become apparent [31]. Industries are striving for this mass-customization of prod-
ucts in order to achieve lower unit costs per customized product. The greater the variety of
products, the more important it becomes to support the human workers producing them. A flex-
ible production environment is necessary in this regard. Smart Factories are intended to provide
such a flexible production environment.

Over the past few years the state of the art in Smart Factories is constantly evolving as new
technologies are emerging and existing ones are improving. [27] presents an overview of the
state of the art and future trends for Smart Factories. Industry 4.0 was introduced during the
Hanover Fair in 2011 in Germany. It aims to create Smart Factories and realize more efficiency,
flexibility and reliability and mainly includes enabling technologies such as cyber-physical sys-
tems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing. Furthermore, AI technologies such
as machine learning, computer vision and deep learning are being used to automate and op-
timize industrial processes, improve quality control, and enable predictive maintenance. [16]
presents a review of AI applications in Smart Factories. Advanced information and communi-
cation technology such as cognitive agents, swarm intelligence, and cloud computing are used
to integrate, organize, and allocate the machine resources [8]. Furthermore, big data analytics
is also trending more in smart manufacturing. It is, for instance, being used to improve quality
control by analyzing data from sensors and other sources. Nagorny et al. [20] give a review
of Big Data application in smart manufacturing to optimize key performance indicators, diag-
nose, predict, and optimize design. Processing such big data requires specific techniques to be
effective and efficient, which refers to how well the outcome of the performed data processing
task meets the expectation. In [30] a new vision of Smart Factories under the label of Produc-
tion Level 4 was presented, which is focusing on production bots and skill-based manufacturing
systems in a fully networked production. This work pushes topics such as Industrial Internet of
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Things (IIoT), autonomous production further ahead. One of the applications of automation in
production is autonomous robots. The usage of robots in industry was proposed in 1961. [10]
deals with the technology of autonomous mobile robots (AMR) and their implementation on a
Smart Factory production line. The Smart Factory serves as an environment wherein humans
can collaborate with robots to accomplish various tasks. Robots can also be used for assisting
humans in situations such as a manual assembly process or a maintenance task [4].

Digital Twin

Digital Twin (DT) is among the key trends in modern manufacturing systems. The term Dig-
ital Twin was first coined by Michael Grieves a decade ago, introducing it as “a set of virtual
information constructs that fully describes a potential or actual physical manufactured product
from the micro atomic level to the macro geometrical level. At its optimum, any information
that could be obtained from inspecting a physically manufactured product can be obtained from
its Digital Twin” [7]. In simple terms it can be defined as a digital replica of any real entity
which serves as a platform for developing, changing or inspecting it without actually interacting
with it in the real world. A cyber-physical system consists of both a physical part and a com-
plementary digital part, capable of mimicking its physical counter part. In order to be able to
mirror or mimic the real world, which also can be termed as Physical Twin, the DT needs to
be equipped with information that represents the real-world in the virtual space. Together with
information, real-time data linkage is also an eminent part of this cyber-physical system [2] es-
pecially in situations such as an assembly process or a maintenance task. In [18] a model-based
definition of Digital Twin was proposed for computer-aided design models by enhancing model
inter-connectivity with spatially related non-geometric data. This helps CAD modelers and con-
sumers to readily utilize the CAD information simplifying their job. Thus, Digital Twins are
applicable for diverse purposes and at various stages in the production.

Semantic Digital Twin

In previous years, Digital Twins were combined with semantic technologies like RDF [14],
RDFS [8], OWL [11] ontologies, and other semantic web technologies like reasoning. The
PhD thesis “Semantic Digital Twins in the Industrial Internet of Things” [1] describes data
models for Digital Twins based on a semantic version of the Asset Administration Shell (AAS),
which is the industry standard to reach a common grammar for representing industrial assets.
“Semantic Digital Twins for Retail Logistics” [15] proposes semantic Digital Twins for retail
store environment, connecting a symbolic knowledge base with a scene graph, which provides
a realistic 3D model of the store. Reasoning for question answering is performed with the help
of Prolog.

In “Semantic Digital Twins for Organizational Development” [29], the authors describe se-
mantic Digital Twins for organizations, where both social structures and physical setups like
buildings, factories, computers etc. are taken into account. “A Holistic Digital Twin Based on
Semantic Web Technologies to Accelerate Digitalization” [19] deals with a Digital Twin using
Semantic Web representations of supply chains deploying and manufacturing semiconductors,
where the ontology is based on existing W3C recommendations like a sensor ontology. “Scal-
ing Knowledge Graphs for Automating AI of Digital Twins” [26] introduces Digital Twins that
use machine learning components where underlying data sources are linked with the help of
semantic knowledge graphs.

“Internet of Things Ontology for Digital Twin in Cyber Physical Systems” [32] proposes an
ontology to represent a Digital Twin in the context of Cyber Physical Systems (and thus Industry
4.0 and Smart Factory) and embedded systems. This ontology covers the main concepts for the
mapping of physical devices as well as the concepts involved in the development of the Digital
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Twin, and it can also be used for graphic visualization of the Digital Twin.
In “A design framework for adaptive digital twins” [5], a new DT design framework was

developed that uses ontologies to enable co-evolution with complex engineering systems by
capturing data in terms of variety, velocity, and volume across the asset life-cycle.

3. Scenarios in Smart Factory

(a) Part of a Smart Factory (for Smart
Maintenance) (b) Example robot

(c) Manual assembly
module

Fig. 1. Smart Factory

In modern smart factories effective support of human workers and cooperate with assisting
robots are two crucial aspects, which obtain more production flexibility. Thus, to have a robust
and reliable support, both a worker assistance system and robotic action planning need to antic-
ipate the worker’s future activities, which can be facilitated by using one coherent environment
model. The feasibility of the approach will be demonstrated with the help of the following two
scenarios in a Smart Factory environment, in which an assisting Robot carries spare parts and
necessary tools to worker for accomplishing a task in the production environment:

(1) Smart Maintenance Scenario:

Smart Maintenance (also known as predictive maintenance) is an approach to detect and resolve
a failure, which uses data analysis and machine learning algorithms to predict when equipment
is likely to fail and schedule maintenance proactively, before a breakdown occurs. Smart main-
tenance relies on the use of sensors and other data collection devices to gather information about
equipment performance, such as temperature, vibration, power consumption and noise levels.
This data is then analyzed using machine learning algorithms to detect patterns and anomalies
that may indicate potential problems. When an anomaly is detected through predictive mainte-
nance, there are several steps that can be taken to solve the issue. The first step is to investigate
the anomaly and try to understand its root cause. Once the root cause has been identified, it is
important to assess the severity of the issue. This can help to determine the appropriate course
of action, such as scheduling maintenance or shutting down the equipment to prevent further
damage to the machine. Prioritizing maintenance activities is the important next step in smart
maintenance scenarios. Once the priority issues have been identified, maintenance activities
can be scheduled based on the equipment’s availability and the maintenance team’s workload
and maintenance activities such as repairs, replacements, or adjustments to the equipment are
taken. Additionally there is a certain method that the worker must follow to carry out the main-
tenance or repairs which can be time consuming and effort intensive. Also the worker must have
knowledge about the failure , the circuit charts and be trained to solve the particular problem.
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Finally, after maintenance activities are completed, it is important to monitor the equipment
to ensure that the issue has been resolved and that the equipment is operating as expected. In
order to support the worker in such maintenance scenarios, assistance systems [17] can be de-
veloped that leverage system knowledge and provide context-specific assistance. Fig. 1a shows
the demonstrator for the Smart Maintenance scenario; the autonomous mobile robot is shown in
Fig. 1b.

(2) Manual Assembly Scenario:

Despite major developments in modern Smart Factories, there are production processes that
still involve a certain degree of manual work. For instance the worker manufactures a product,
which can be assembled in a variety of orders. On the other hand a mobile robot can support
the worker by carrying the spare parts or tools. The goal in such manual assembly scenario is
to use semantic information from the Digital Twin to assist the worker. Through an intelligent
assistance system, the worker can be supported more effectively and in a user-friendly manner by
enriching the existing set of data with context-sensitive information. Fig. 1c shows an example
of a manual work station, which is used in this work to demonstrate the feasibility of human
robot cooperation in a manual assembly task through worker assistance and a mobile robot.
Since different assembly sequences are possible in such a scenario, it is a challenging issue to
determine which sequence the worker is following and in which step he is at the moment. Thus it
is important to have a common understanding of the assembly process, the relationships between
its tasks and sub-tasks and the corresponding objects or resources used at each assembly step.
The manual work station itself is also modeled in the ontology based environment model of the
Digital Twin.

4. Digital Twin
Our Digital Twin is modeled within Unity software. Since CAD models are readily available
for most industrial components and even for the robot, they are used for building demonstrators
in the Smart Factory environment in Unity. This helps us model and visualize every component
of the system and its 3D correspondences with other features of our human-robot collaboration
system. For example, the 1:1 scaled 3D environment is useful for simulating the robot naviga-
tion and identifying obstacles in its path. Also, each component is identified by the common
taxonomy used by the whole system.
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Fig. 2. System architecture for Smart Factories

Fig. 2 shows our general system architecture for Digital Twins. The lower lane contains the
static data sources that are used to create the Digital Twin, like the models of the building and
the production modules, and the robot model. The upper lane contains the dynamic sources that
are used to interact with the Digital Twin at run time. Furthermore, there are some software
modules that interact both with the dynamic sources and the Digital Twin, and also with each
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other, like robot action planning, object detection, and intention recognition.

5. Ontology-Based Environment Model for Digital Twin
For representing the Digital Twin, we use existing and well established ontologies. The model
has to aggregate information about buildings, rooms, factory objects like production lines, tools,
and also humans, robots, etc. We therefore identified the Building Information Modeling (BIM)
[3] as a solid source for all building-related aspects of a factory setting, ready to be automatically
mapped and integrated into our model of the environment. We chose the “Building Topology
Ontology” (BOT) as the base of our ontology as it is a W3C standardized ontology and widely
accepted in industry [28], see Fig. 3.

(a) Zones (b) Interfaces and elements

Fig. 3. BOT ontology
Source: https://w3c-lbd-cg.github.io/bot/

BOT is meant as an extensible baseline for use along with more domain specific on-
tologies following general W3C principles of encouraging reuse and keeping the schema no
more complex than necessary. The W3C Linked Building Data Community Group has al-
ready extended BOT by various building elements like wall, window, and door, by furni-
ture like chair and table, and by various mechanical, electrical and plumbing elements, see
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/product.

In our project, we added an extension for general factory elements to be able to represent all
kinds of structures found in a factory, like production lines, modules, tools, etc.

Fig. 4. Siemens NX with SKOS hierarchy

Since these factory elements are specific for a factory, quite diverse and dynamic, we simply
introduced a means to tag all of these elements with a SKOS [12] hierarchy, and also extended
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various tools from the Digital Twin tool chain to allow the user to add, edit, and view these
tags for all factory elements, see Fig. 4. Further extensions for factory elements include several
properties for spatial relations, like factory:disjoint, factory:intersects, and
factory:within, and also zoom levels. These global zoom levels allow to restrict queries to
factory elements which are at a pre-defined zoom level, e.g., for selecting only factory elements
which are obstructions for a robot.

The use of zoom levels here borrows from the term semantic zoom from the field of infor-
mation visualization [23]. The most prominent example for this is the zoom feature of Google
Maps: Not only the scale of objects increases when you zoom in, but completely new informa-
tion (such as bus stops) is added. Similarly, the zoom levels in our Digital Twin allow to provide
or hide information according to the requirements of the application: The same object (e.g., a
manual working station) can be an obstacle to avoid for the navigation component of the robot,
while at the same time it is a workplace for the human worker that can be augmented by an
assistance system.

inst:go49508 a factory:FactoryElement ;
rdfs:label "I40-Demonstrator" ;
factory:tag inst:tag_demonstrator ;
factory:zoom "1" ;
bot:hasSimple3DModel "UBOX(-1.13291454 1.418053 7.068856,

4.66982937 2.85783315 12.8742294)" ;
factory:disjoint inst:go-1560 , inst:go-1376 , inst:go42888 ;
factory:intersects inst:go81898 ;
bot:hasSubElement inst:go23534 , ... , inst:go-1242 .

inst:tag_demonstrator a skos:Concept ;
rdfs:label "demonstrator" ;
skos:broader ... .

This triple store with the semantic environment model is accessed by various software mod-
ules like robot planning and intention recognition via SPARQL queries [9] and SPARQL pro-
tocol [6]. The current SPARQL query language (version 1.1) supports property paths and thus
can deal with reflexive and transitive closures of properties like bot:hasSubElement and
skos:broader, so there is no need for a triple store directly supporting inferences, see the
use of the unary operators + and * in the following SPARQL query snipped which finds factory
elements which are located in the a demonstrator (named I40) and are tagged with tools.

SELECT ?fe ?label ?tag
WHERE {

[] a factory:FactoryElement ;
rdfs:label "I40-Demonstrator" ;
bot:hasSubElement+ ?fe .

?fe a factory:FactoryElement ;
rdfs:label ?label ;
factory:tag ?tag .

?tag skos:broader* inst:tag_tool .
}

In case SPARQL queries are not enough, triple stores that support user-defined inferences
can be used, which then facilitate advanced functionalities such as automatically inferring facts
like on(screwdriver, table) from base spatial relations, which are important for robot
action planning.

One such triple store is RDFox,1 which supports Datalog using triples in the form
[s,p,o] and also SPARQL expressions, so rules like the following are possible:
[?p, :hasChild, ?c] :- [?c, :hasParent, ?p] .

1https://docs.oxfordsemantic.tech/
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The following sketch of an RDFox rule can thus infer on(tool, table) by checking if
a tool spatially intersects with a table and has a higher height than the table:

[?tool, :on, ?table] :-
[?tool, :tag, :Tool],
[?tool, :has3DModel, ?tool3DModel],
[?tool3DModel, :center, ?toolCenter],
[?toolCenter, :y, ?toolHeight],
[?table, :tag, :Table], ...,
[?tableCenter, :y, ?tableHeight],
[?table, :intersects, :tool],
FILTER(?toolHeight > ?tableHeight) .

Most triple stores support user-defined rules in similar forms, but with slightly different
semantics. E.g., GraphDB supports rules similar to R-entailment [34], which extends RDFS [8]
and is compatible to a significant subset of OWL [11].

Just like using ontologies to guarantee a common understanding of the Digital Twin, the
declarative nature of rule languages again improves the ease of use of Digital Twins, compared
to using imperative programming.

6. Implementation and Evaluation

Fig. 5. System architecture of our implemented system

Fig. 5 depicts our implemented system architecture. We used Unity together with realvir-
tual.io,2 as our framework for Digital Twins, which is accompanied by a triple store (currently,
Ontotext GraphDB3) that contains the semantic environment, i.e., the relevant parts of the Digi-
tal Twin transformed to our extended BOT ontology.

The CAD models for the production modules are created with Siemens NX,4 see Fig. 4.
This tool has been extended to support semantic annotations, i.e., tags from a SKOS hierarchy

2https://unity.com/ https://realvirtual.io/
3https://www.ontotext.com/products/graphdb/
4https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/de/products/nx/
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Fig. 6. Unity displaying SKOS hierarchy and zoom layers.

and global zoom levels, and these annotations can then be imported in Unity as part of the CAD
model, see Fig. 6.

Apart from this static initialization of the Digital Twin from the production environment,
we mainly have to deal with dynamic updates for robot movement, and where tools and other
dynamic objects like workpieces are. OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) is a machine-to-
machine communication protocol used for industrial automation and developed by the OPC
Foundation.5 Since the production modules in our test-bed lab use OPC UA as controlling
protocol, OPC UA clients were implemented in Unity. These OPC UA clients use the Pub/Sub
concept to get dynamic changes (such as machine status) at real-time in the production module
and update the Digital Twin.

In the developed system, ROS (Robot Operating System)6 was generally used as an inter-
face between different software components, such as robot and 3D environment. Each part of
the proposed system is able to publish its current information to a corresponding ROS topic.
For instance, the worker’s position is tracked and published into the proper topic. In order to
visualize the published information in the ROS topics and update the affected objects in the
3D environment, corresponding ROS subscribers (agents) were implemented using ROS# 7 in
Unity. ROS# is a set of open source software libraries and tools in C# for communicating with
ROS from .NET applications, in particular Unity. The ROS messages are also propagated to the
triple store in appropriate intervals to ensure the environment model is consistent at all times,
including spatial relations.

Scenarios Using Ontology-Based Digital Twin

As mentioned in the above introductory sections, we have two scenarios: (1) the Smart Mainte-
nance Scenario and (2) the Manual Assembly Scenario. We use these two scenarios to demon-
strate the use of the ontology-based Digital Twin for human-robot collaboration.

We make use of the object detection model as shown in Fig. 7 to infer which actions the user
is performing by understanding which objects the user is viewing and interacting with in the two
scenarios [33]. The egocentric field-of-view is obtained from the head-mounted device camera.
On these video frames the object detection is performed. Using these observations, the goal
is to provide the user with the necessary assistance via the environment model. The semantic
Digital Twin provides the necessary context belonging to the respective scenario. It also acts as
a mediator between different software components. Each object that the user interacts with has
a set of associated affordances. These affordances are a list of all actions possible with a given
object. (The use of the term affordance here is consistent with Don Norman’s definition in the

5https://opcfoundation.org/
6https://www.ros.org/
7https://github.com/siemens/ros-sharp
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Fig. 7. Object detection for manual assembly scenario

field of human-computer interaction [21].) With this information at hand, context-specific robot
assistance is provided. Also, this information can be used to show the worker relevant hints
about how to interact with the objects.

Evaluation via Thought Experiment

Our evaluation is a thought experiment to evaluate our architecture with and without the
ontology-based Digital Twin. Without the ontology-based Digital Twin, all software modules
like robot action planning, object detection, and intention detection would communicate with the
main components like the (real or simulated) robot only via ROS, i.e., get notified of changes of
the environment via ROS messages. Each module would therefore have to deal with collecting
the initial state and applying changes by itself, and inferring additional facts like spatial rela-
tions on its own. Apart from the additional burden of performing this multiple time within these
modules, it is also likely that divergent conclusions would be drawn.

By using an ontology-based Digital Twin, all these conclusions are drawn at a single loca-
tion, so every module has exactly the same view on the environment. Using a common ontology
for this ensures that all modules have the same understanding of the environment, which other-
wise would be hard to achieve. The declarative nature of SPARQL facilitates the communication
between the modules and the Digital Twin.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have described the concept and implementation of a semantic Digital Twin
that serves as an information hub for all (human and machine) actors in the Smart Factory. It
serves as a single point of truth for static as well as volatile information for them, reducing
greatly the burden of one-to-one communication and updating and keeping consistent changes
in states of sensor information etc. across the entire Smart Factory. By providing reasoning
capabilities, e.g., about spatial relations, it also relieves all stakeholders of the duty to perform
such reasoning by themselves. Zoom levels allow to provide applications such as assistance
systems with environment information at exactly the granularity required for that particular
application. A Unity visualization of the Digital Twin can serve as a basis for further assistance,
e.g., for displaying an object’s affordances to the worker.

Future work includes linking the Digital Twin to the Digital Product Passport of the prod-
uct that is being assembled. The Digital Product Passport is a concept that is being developed
to facilitate information exchange among various stakeholders along a product’s lifecycle, e.g.,
between manufacturers and recyclers [24, 25, 13]. Information from the Digital Twin that could
inform a Digital Product Passport includes time and place of production, the materials and parts
used in the assembly, and joining or binder techniques used. This information may, for instance,
be of great value for the disassembly process at the product’s end of life. The affordances asso-
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ciated with a product may, in contrast, be of interest for potential users and could be provided
as a kind of interactive manual via the Digital Product Passport.
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